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The problem Broad results

Example: loan decisions

Crowdsourcing

Extending further.. 

§ Multiple definitions (21! Maybe more!)
§ No consensus
§ Different situations, different definitions?
§ Affects the public: their perceptions?

Project Motivation

§ ProPublica and Northpointe (now Equivant) 
focus on different definitions of fairness 

§ Loans, bails, hiring, many more domains
§ Impossibility results show some definitions 

cannot co-exist (Kleinberg et al., 2016) 
§ Which definitions appropriate for which 

contexts?

How might we understand 
people’s perceptions of fairness 
in different contexts? 
When is sensitive information 
(“protected attributes”) 
important, and what (and how 
much) effect does it have?
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How do perceptions of fairness vary across 
geographies and cultures?

How to incorporate public opinion?

§ Divide $50,000 between two candidates
§ Race does make a difference 
§ So does gender!

§ Participants perceive race to be relevant
§ Results suggest support for affirmative action
§ US citizens: would results change in other 

cultures?

§ Different cultures 
§ Different contexts, especially with indivisible 

goods: bail decisions, university admissions, 
hiring 

§ Indivisible goods 
§ To what extent these perceptions persist
§ Distributive versus procedural justice
§ All kinds of protected attributes treated 

similarly?
§ Why does sensitive information matter?

§ People may be directly affected by algorithmic decisions
§ People can make inconsistent, unreasoned moral 

judgements (Greene, 2013)
§ Moral machine show people approve of utilitarian 

autonomous vehicles, but unwilling to purchase utilitarian 
autonomous vehicles for themselves (Bonnefon et al., 2016)

§ What to do when contradictory?
§ How to blend the two together, and to what extent?

§ Definitions in experiments vary in their strictness; People 
rated strictest definition to be most fair

§ Sensitive information has an effect!
§ People show more support to giving entire $50,000 to 

candidate with higher repayment rate, compared to splitting 
the money equally, when that candidate belongs to a 
historically disadvantaged group


